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ABS1RACT
MT
A rotor acoustics test was conducted to examine
the use of higher harmonic control (HHC) of blade
pitch to reduce blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise.
A dynamically scaled, four-bladed, articulated rotor
model was tested in a heavy gas (Freon-12) medium
in Langley's Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. Acoustic
and vibration measurements were made for a large
range of matched flight conditions where prescribed
(open loop) HHC pitch schedules were superimposed
on the normal (baseline) collective and cyclic trim
pitch. A new sound power measurement technique
was developed to take advantage of the reverberance
in the hard walled tunnel. Special calibrations permit
straightforward acoustic scaling of the results to
those one would obtain in air. Quantitative sound
power results are presented for a 4/rev (4P) collective
pitch HHC. By comparing the results using 4P
HHC to corresponding baseline (no HHC)
conditions, significant mid-frequency noise reductions
of 5-6 dB are found for low-speed descent conditions
where BVI is most intense. For other flight
conditions, noise is found to increase with the use of
HHC. Low frequency loading noise, as well as fixed
and rotating frame vibration levels, show increased
levels.
SYMBOLS

hover tip Mach number, QR/ao

nP n'th harmonic of rotor rotational period
R

rotor radius, ft

SPL sound pressure level, pressure reference is
20J.l.Pa
SWL sound power level, power reference is w-12
watt

a

rotor tip path plane angle referenced to tunnel
stream wise axis, deg

a' effective a corrected for closed-wall wind
tunnel effect, deg
1

tip vortex strength, ft2/sec

e

calculated "full-scale helicopter" flight descent
angle, positive in descent, deg

a

pitch angle of blade at'¥, deg

ec amplitude of higher harmonic pitch at '¥c. deg
Jl

advance ratio, tunnel flow velocity/QR

3o speed of sound in test medium, ft/sec

p

density of test medium, slug/ft3

CT rotor thrust coefficient, thrust/pnR2(QR)2

'¥

blade azimuth angle, deg

F

measured force component acting normal to
shaft, Eq. (4), lb

'¥ c blade azimuth angle selected for ec, sec Fig. 5,
deg

f

normal force at hub clue to the application of
HHC, Eq. (4), lb

Q

f

frequency, eye/sec

rotor rotational speed, rad/sec
IN1RODUCTION

fbp blade passage frequency, number of blades x
Q/27t
K

constant which includes control system
masses, Eq. (4), lb scc2

Blade-vortex interaction (BVI) noise has for a
number of years been an important topic of rotorcraft
acoustics research. This impulsive type mid-frequency
noise is due to blade interaction with shed vortices of
preceding blades. A noise reduction concept is that
decreases in blade lift, vortex strength, ancl/or increases
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in blade-vortex displacements at the blade-vortex
encounters should reduce the intensity of the
interactions and thus noise (Ref. 1). An application of
this idea is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows blades
undergoing higher harmonic pitch variations. The
amplitude and phasing of such pitch controls would be
expected to be important to the noise problem, as the
strongest BVI occurrences are located within limited
azimuth angle ranges, between approximately ':1'=45°
and 75° in the first rotor quadrant (Ref. 2). Because of
its significant potential, higher harmonic control (HHC)
of blade pitch is a subject of interest for noise control
where historically HHC has been studied as a means to
reduce vibration levels (Ref. 3).
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This paper, in many respects, represents an
expanded and more quantitative version of Ref. 4.
Whereas Ref. 4 was based on on-line filtered levels
from 3 test microphones, here the noise results are in
terms of sound power spectra which were determined
from 12 microphones, following extensive analytical
and experimental calibrations. Also, the analysis is
expanded to include low-frequency noise functional
behavior and that of fixed and rotating frame vibratory
system loads. The present results offer a more
complete data base to assist in understanding the
physics, evaluating the potential, and developing
predictive capabilities for the use of HHC to reduce B VI

noise.
This rotor test was designed to evaluate the noise
reduction benefit of HHC. The test approach involves
the measurement of noise and vibration with and
without prescribed HHC pitch inputs superimposed on
the normal cyclic trim pitch. Uniquely, the acoustic
testing was conducted in a heavy gas (Freon-12) flow
medium, rather than air, and the reverberant field of the
hard wall tunnel test section was used to advantage by
maldng acoustic measurements using a sound power
determination approach.

during BVI
EXPERIMENT

Displaced wake and
blade positions

The test program was conducted in the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) using the
Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental System (ARES). Fig.
2 shows the test set-up with in-flow microphones

Fig. 1 Illustration of noise reduction concept.

In mid 1989, the initial findings from two
independent research programs were reported (Refs. 4
and 5) on rotor tests designed to evaluate the noise
reduction benefit of HHC. Reference 4, which is the
forerunner to the present paper, reported that significant
BVI noise reduction (4-5 dB) were found for low-speed
descent conditions where B VI noise is normally most
intense. The particular prescribed pitch schedule used
for the HHC was a 4/rev (4P) collective pitch control.
On the negative side, the use of HHC was found to
increase low-frequency noise, as well as vibration
levels. The results of Ref. 5 were quite consistent with
those of Ref. 4. Although the number of flight
conditions were limited in Ref. 5, three HHC pitch
schedules (3P, 4P, and 5P) were examined. Each of
these three produced similar BVI noise reductions and
somewhat similar vibration results. Rotor
performance/wake code calculations were reported for
one of the flight conditions, which indicated that blade
loading decreased and blade-vortex displacement
increased at BVI locations for maximum BVI noise
reduction, which would be consistent with the noise
reduction concept mentioned previously. However,
vortex strength was calculated to be increased.

Fig. 2 Noise test set-up with microphones mounted
upstream and downstream of the ARES model in the TDT.
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mounted upstream and downstream of the rotor model
in the test section. The test section is 16 ft. square
with cropped corners. Either air or Freon-12 gas can be
used as the test medium in the TDT. For this test,
Freon-12 at a nominal density p of .0046 slug/ft3
(nominal pressure of .45 atmosphere) was used. The
110 in. diameter rotor, which is dynamically-scaled for
Freon, has untwisted NACA 0012 section blades with a
4.24 in chord. The articulated flap and lead-lag hinges
are offset 3 in. from the center of rotation. As a
consequence of the Freon medium, test speeds (rotor
and tunnel) are reduced, compared to what one would
use in air, by the ratio of the speed of sound for Freon12 and air, (ao)freon/(ao)air=S00/1130=.43. This gives
matched Mach number and advance mtio conditions at
reduced frequency scales (Ref. 6).
Aeroacoustic Testing In Heavy Gas

(2)

The equations say that for a given microphone, rotor
(or other source), and tunnel that the scaled noise is
independent of medium (heavy gas, h.g., or air). In the
analysis, it is assumed that all flow details and model
dynamics are matched. The accuracy of this sweeping
assumption depends on Reynolds number and other
nondimensional parameter similarities-factors of
common concern in wind tunnel testing. In this regard,
with the noise data interpretation being straightforward,
a net test advantage is found by using a heavy gas
medium for this test because tlre rotor is dynamically
scaled and the Reynolds numbers are higher (by 17
percent for this test) compared to air.
Sound Power Measurement Method

Because this was the first aeroacoustic test to be
conducted in a heavy gas medium, detailed acoustic
calibmtions were performed. To address microphone
sensitivity questions for the Freon-12 medium, a
special calibration was performed prior to the tunnel
test. It was found that, for a pressure corresponding to
tunnel test conditions, the microphones were found to
have almost the same diaphragm sensitivity (within 0.2
dB) as air at one atmospheric pressure. As for
microphone body diffraction effects on sensitivity, the
acoustic wavelengths for identical frequencies in Frcon12 are smaller by the ratio of tlre speed of sound for
Freon and air (.43 as indicated above). However,
because of the lowered frequencies due UlC lowered rotor
rpm in Freon, the acoustic wavelengths for the same
rotor harmonics are the same for both air and Freon.
Therefore, the microphone response in Freon at specific
harmonics of the blade passage frequency, fbp. is the
same as if the test on this model had been conducted in

air.

Because of the reverbcmnt chamcter of the TDT test
section, it was decided not to attempt directivity
measurements but to employ a sound power
measurement method that would take advantage of the
reverberance. In addition to being a practical approach
for the hard walled tunnel, the method is attractive
because it produces a single quantitative spectrum

(obtained from spatial averaging) for each test condition
making it convenient for data interpretation.
Twelve one-quarter inch diameter B&K pressure
type microphones, six upstream and six downstream of
the rotor model, were used to make the noise
mcasurcmcnLs. Figure 2 shows the microphones fitted

with nose cones and mounted in vibration isolated
streamlined stands. The microphones arc placed 13 and
16ft. from the rotor model center, away from the
ncarficld of the rotor noise sources. The normally open
slots in the tunnel wall were covered to further enhance
test section rcvcrbcrance, thereby reducing statistical

In the TDT, flow-noise calibrations were performed
in both air and Freon. The results reinforced tlrc
conclusions of a scaling law analysis, based on
fundamental acroacoustic equations, that acoustic
pressures are readily scaled between test media. One
can show, following the same scaling logic developed
in Ref. 7, that for matched Mach number rotor
conditions, (U/ao)h.g.=(U/ao)air. that

(I)

variance of noise measured between microphones.

The sound power calibration was a multi-phase
experimcntal-tlreorctical effort, with tlrc goal being to
determine the relationship between tl1e microphone
measurements mrd the sound power emitted by the
model in the tunnel. Experimentally, two calibrators
were used. One was a commercial B&K reference
sound source of known broadband characteristics. The

other was a special calibrator, with a small source
region and a reference microphone to monitor its
output, which could be tested in tunnel flow for both
air and freon. In Fig. 3, this is shown mounted from
the tunnel wall, positioned in the nominal rotor
advancing-side noise region (rotor was removed). Tests
performed in air in a quality reverberant chamber and in
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the TDT produced good quantitative comparison
between the results for the two sources. A key
calibration result is shown in Fig. 4 for the Freon test
environment. It is the spectral transfer function (TF)
relating sound power level (SWL) to the average sound
pressure level (SPLavg) for the 12 microphones. Good
agreement is seen with theory (discussed below)
between about 0. 7 to 3 kHz, where the calibrator
results are believed to be accurate. At lower frequencies
the calibrator signal-to-noise was poor and at higher
frequencies the source output was not clearly defined by
the reference microphone. The effect of tunnel velocity
on the transfer function of Fig. 4 was found to be
minimal, as was supported by theory for velocities
below M=0.2.

Fig. 3 Sound power calibrator mounted from TDT wall.
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the useful range of the results. The model employs a
simple monopole source and dipole sources, of arbitrary
orientation, positioned in the rotor region of a 16ft.square duct (TDT cropped corners were not modeled).
The wall reflections (reverberances) are modeled by a
system of mirror images (100 x 100 images used).
Tunnel flow convection effects on source directivity and
propagation are included. Test medium sound
absorption was modeled in a manner consistent with
that of Ref.8 . The values of absorption coefficients
were known for air (relative humidity ;;, 50 percent) and
worked well in the modeling. For Freon-12, values
somewhat larger than those of air were used and
produced good results. The theoretical TF in Fig. 4 is
for a incoherent ( or white noise) simple source.
Attenuation due to the use of nose cones on the
microphones in a reverberant field has been taken into
account. The use of arbitrarily oriented dipoles, rather
than monopoles, give the same TF within I dB (except
for dipoles aligned almost parallel to the test section
centerline---not a characteristic of the rotor sources of
interest here). The use in the model of a coherent
(phase-locked) source would render predictions more
similar in appearance to the calibrator result, with
fluctuations very similar in amplitude (±I dB) and
frequency spacing. But since fluctuation peak and
valley locations were found to depend on source type
and orienkotion, which is not known for the rotor
sources, we use the smooth theory result of Fig. 4 to
obtain power spectra for all rotor test results. Based on
these concerns, the SWL accuracy should be within I
dB for each harmonic. A 1.5 - 2 dB accuracy is
suggested for the first few low-frequency harmonics
where the loading noise source, which is acoustically
noncompact and thus is not accounted for in the
calibrations, dominates. Importantly, however, the
variability error between rotor cases for particular
harmonics of all frequencies should be less than I dB .
For SWL spectra obtained in Freon, one can obtain the
SWL spectral for a rotor test conducted in air by

SWL(f),, = SWL(f),,""'
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Fig. 4 Transfer function of the average SPL for
microphones in the TDT to the SWL of a noise source in
Freon~12 at 0.45 atmospheric pressure. Tunnel velocity
is zero.

A theoretical model helped establish the initial
positioning of the microphones in the TDT, provided
an evaluation of the calibrator TF rcsu!L,, and extended

(3)

where the frequencies f, and bandwidtl1s M, are related
through Eq. (!).
Rotor Operation
Pitch motion is applied to the rotor blades through
swashplate motions due to three hydraulic actuators.
For this four-bladed rotor, the higher harmonic pitch is
achieved by superimposing 4/rev (4P) swashplate
motion upon basic fixed swashplate collective and
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cyclic (IP) flight control inputs. Collective 4P pitch
motion (all 4 blades pitching the same way
simultaneously) is possible, as well as pitch schedules
containing 3P, 4P, and 5P pitch harmonic components,
through proper phasing the 4P inputs (Ref. 3, 9). For
this test, a specially developed computer-based openloop control system was used to superimpose the HHC
signals on the ARES control system. The pitch
motion achieved, as well as the test procedure, can be
described with the aid of Fig. 5 which shows blade
pitch angle data versus blade azimuth angle '¥ for a
specific "flight" condition. For a given advance ratio Jl
and tip path plane angle a, the mean collective (6.SO,
for the case shown) required to achieve the prescribed
CT and the basic lP (3.8°) pitch control for zero
flapping trim, with respect to the rotor shaft, were
attained. Once performance, and acoustic data were
taken for this baseline case, prescribed HHC pitch was
superimposed to obtain a deflection of Oc at azimuth
angle 'l'c and data again taken. For some rotor
conditions, small adjustments were necessary in U1e
mean collective and cyclic to maintain identical CT and

10

\\.

The rotor was tested over a broad range of
operating conditions where the rotor thrust coefficient
CT was maintained at 0.005. Rotor advance ratios Jl
less than 0.11 were not possible due to wind tunnel
minimum operating speed limitations. The rotor
rotational speed was held constant at 0=650 rpm (the
hover tip Mach number was nominally MI-0.62).
Specific test "flight" conditions were defined based on
the tunnel referenced tip path plane angle a and the
advance ration Jl at the specified CT. For the data
presented, the tip path angles were corrected (Ref. 10)
to account for the closed wall wind tunnel effects to
obtain equivalent freestrearn a' values. Also, in order
to interpret the noise results in terms of full scale flight
conditions, equivalent flyover descent angles were
calculated (Ref. II) based on fuselage-rotor drag of a
MBB B0-105.

e

NOISE RESULTS
The sound power level (SWL) spectra are
determined from mean-square averaging the SPL spectra
of all 12 microphones and employing the theoretical
transfer function of Fig. 4. The SPL spectra,
bandwidth = fbp/4= 11 Hz, were detennined from FFT's
keyed to tllC one-per-rev of the acoustic pressure time
histories. The number of averages was 250.

12

8

Reference 4 specified only the nominal control-systemcommand values of Oc and '¥ C·

Total with
pitch control

6
Net higher
harmonic pitch

'!:',Azimuth (deg)
Fig. 5 Blade pitch angle G versus azimuth \Jf for
~l =

.266 and a = 0°. Pitch control is 4P collective with
Sc = -1.2" at l.f1 c = 58".

trim flight conditions, although nouc were needed for
the case of Fig. 5. The higher harmonic pitch portion
(obtained by subtraction of the total from the baseline
case) is seen at the bottom of the figure. The net pitch
is seen not to be purely a 4P collective, but contains
other harmonics due to normally occurring pitch-flap
and pitch-lag couplings. For the 4P noise data shown
in U1is report, HHC amplitude Be and azimuthal angle
'l'c in the first quadrant (Os'l'c<90°) are defined from
the 4P component of the pitch motion FFT analyses.

In this section, the spectral and time history noise
characteristics are examined. Also, noise levels,
representing the low and mid-frequency portions
respectively of the SWL spectra, are presented for
different flight and HHC conditions. The low-frequency
levels are obtained by integrating or band-pass-filtering
from zero to 5.5 fbp. which are taken to represent tl1c
contributions from harmonic loading noise. The midfrequency levels arc obtained by band-pass-filtering
from 5.5 to 40.5 fbp· These mid-frequency levels are
dominated by impulsive BVl noise contributions for
rotor conditions where BVl occurs. Where BVI noise is
not prevalent, the mid frequency levels are due to the
higher frequency harmonics of loading noise, as well as
broadband noise from blade-turbulent wake interactions
(BWl), Ref. 11.
Noise Characteristics
Figure 6 shows sound power level (SWL) spectra
for a test condition where mid- frequency BVl noise was
reduced by the usc of 4P HHC, but low-frequency noise
was found to increase. This spectral behavior is typical
over the range of low-speed descent conditions where
HHC proved beneficial for BVl noise reduction. At an
advance ratio of J.!=.l1 and a helicopter descent angle of
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8=10.5° (tip path plane angles a and a' are shown in
parentheses), the rotor wake should be at or somewhat
above the plane of the rotor. The baseline (no HHC)
spectrum shows low-frequency harmonic noise, due
steady and unsteady blade loading, to be dominant
through at least the forth harmonic (4 fbpl· At higher
frequencies, BVI noise dominates. The 4P HHC which
is used has a peak pitch amplitude of 90 =-1.2° at an
azimuth angle of '¥0 =60°. With HHC, tl1e BVI noise
is reduced by 4.5 dB in terms of the mid-frequency
integrated levels mentioned above, whereas tl1e lowfrequency integrated levels increased by 6.5 dB. The
flight condition is not where the maximum BVI noise
reduction was found in the test. At a less steep descent
rate of 8.5°, a reduction of 5.6 dB was measured.

It is important to note, that on the subjective Aweighted dB scale, the low frequency noise (even with
its hefty increases using HHC) is inconsequential
compared to the BVI noise dominated mid-frequency
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The change in character of the rotor noise sources
with the use of HHC can be observed through the
instantaneous acoustic pressure time histories. These,
given in Fig. 7, correspond to the cases of Fig. 6. The
microphone is forward of the rotor on the advancing
side, although any microphone gives very similar
results because of spatial uniformity from the many
wall reflections contributing to the acoustic pressure in
the tunnel. One sees, with no HHC, that the noise is
dominated by impulsive BVI occurrences. The use of
HHC for this case diminishes the B VI levels and,
perhaps, the number of occurrences. A large increase in
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CD

noise. For example, the second harmonic at 2 fbp=88
Hz (in full scale tl1is would be 64Hz or lower) must be
attenuated by about 25 dB on the dB A scale compared
in importance to the mid-frequency harmonics.
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Fig. 6 Sound power spectral comparison showing the
effect of the use of HHC for ~=0.11 and El = 10.5° (a=
8.0°, a'= 9.5°). HHC amplitude is Be= -1.2° at
'1' 0 =60°. Bandwidth is 11 Hz.

(a) HHC Be= -1.3° at 'l'c = 14°
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Fig. 7 Microphone signal time histories showing the
effect of the use of HHC for the case of Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 Sound power spectral comparison showing the
effect of HHC phase for ~ = 0.2 and El = 5.9°
(a= 2.0°, a'= 2.4°). Bandwidth is 11 Hz.
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(a) Descent angle El = 9.9'
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Fig. 9 Microphone signal time histories showing the
effect of HHC phase for cases of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 11 Microphone signal time histories showing the
effect of rotor descent on the use of HHC for the cases
of Fig. 10.
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the eight-per-rev harmonic is clearly seen, which
corresponds to the 2 fbp component in Fig. 6.

(a) Descent angle El = 9.9' (a = 6.0', a' = 6.4')
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Fig. 10 Sound power spectral comparison showing the
effect of rotor descent angle on the usc of HHC for ~ """
0.2. HHC Sc = -1.2' at 'Pc = 60'. Bandwidth is 11Hz.

The effect of 4P HHC phase on the noise can be
examined through Fig. 8, where spectra for amplitudes
of 8c=-l.3 at different 'I'c azimuth angles arc shown.
At this moderate speed of ~=.2 at a descent of El=5.9°,
tlre rotor plane should be operating in or about tlre
wake. The use of'¥c=57° reduces the mid-frequency
spectral levels (3 dB in terms of integrated level),
whereas '¥c=l4° has little effect. Low-frequency
integrated levels are increased for both by almost 7 dB.
Instantaneous pressure time histories, corresponding to
Fig. 8, is shown in Fig. 9. The BVI impulsive
character is seen not to be affected for '¥c=l4°, whereas
it is diminished for '¥c=57°. The phase of the eightper-rev harmonic (2fbp) appears to follow the 'I'c
phase. This suggests, as would be expected, that the
higher harmonics of blade loading, which produces tlre
low-frequency noise, simply rotates (shifts
azimuthially) with the HHC phasing.
The influence on noise of helicopter descent angle
El, at moderate speed ~=0.2, is illustrated in Fig. 10 for
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a HHC amplitude of Sc=-1.2° at 'l'c=60°. At !9=9.9°,
where, for this speed the wake should be substantially
above the rotor plane, the mid-frequency integrated
noise increases 4.2 dB with HHC. At level flight,
®=0.0°, the level increases 1.8 dB. For both cases, the
integrated low-frequency levels increase 7 dB. The
corresponding time histories arc shown in Fig. II. For
the steep descent angle, 8=9.9°, the comparisons show

quite interestingly that the use of HHC apparently incur
new BVI occurrences and noise. This tends to confirm
that at least part of the fundamental effect of HHC on
BVI noise is due to tip-vortex wake trajectory and/or
blade position changes. For level flight, E>=0.0°, little
B VI noise is in evidence with or without HHC. The
mid frequency range for this case is dominated by
relatively non-impulsive loading noise.
BVI (mid frequency) Noise Levels
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Fig. 12 Mid-frequency (5.5 to 40.5 fbp) SWL (dB)
variations with different 4P HHC amplitudes Oc and
azimuth \f' c· Symbols arc for Sc = 0° (baseline), 0 ; for
Sc = -0.6° (nominal), 0 ; and for Be = -1.2° (nom.), 0 .
Solid symbols arc repeat cases.

To more clearly show how operational pitch
control variations affect rotor noise, the low and midfrequency integrated noise levels were examined
separately. For the important mid frequencies (5.5 to
40.5 fbp), noise levels are presented in Fig. 12 for 9
different flight conditions, where the rotor operated at
baseline (without HHC) and also where 4P HHC was
used at different amplitudes and phases. Figures 12(a)(c) present levels for steep descent angles where the
rotor wakes are primarily above the plane of the rotor.
Part (a) is for a advance ratio of J.1=.166 and helicopter
descent angle of ®=9.1 °. The noise levels are plotted
versus the 4P HHC azimuth angle 'l'c corresponding to
the minimum peak amplitude Oc. The amplitudes for
the test cases varied somewhat with rotor conditions(±
I 0 percent), but only the nominal values of Oc=-0.6°
and -1.2° are specified in the figure, as indicated by
symbols. The angles 'l'c are accurately plotted. The
baseline case (9c=0°) is shown positioned at the 'l'c=0°
plot location, for convenience. The noise results
represented by solid symbols are repeat test points to be
subsequently discussed. It is seen, for the Fig. 12(a)
flight case, that the noise level generally increases
above the baseline condition for the HHC conditions
shown, especially near 'l'c=0° (or 90°) and 60°. The
larger control pitch of Oc=-1.2° produced the larger
noise increases. Similar trends are seen for Fig. 12(b)
and (c), where t11e descent angles are also steep. The
noise character of tl1c baseline cases at these angles was
not substantially impulsive, however, tl1e
impulsiveness (BVl) increased for a number of HHC
cases, as evidenced in the steep descent angle case of
Fig. ll(a).
Fig. 12(d)-(f) are for descent angles and speeds
where the rotor generally operates in or about its own
wake. B VI noise is expected to be most intense for
these cases and, indeed, the baseline cases have higher
levels than those at steeper angles, especially at lower
J.l. The impulsive character of the noise is seen in the
time histories of Fig. 9, which corresponds to cases of
Fig. 12(c). The usc of 4P HHC is seen to reduce the
noise for a range of azimuth control angles for the
lower J.1 values. The greater pitch amplitude of
Bc=-1.2° is seen to be most effective at the lowest J.1
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values of .14 and .20, while the smaller Bc=-.6° is more
effective at the somewhat higher 11=.266 value. Note
that the azimuth range where reductions occur, roughly
between '¥=45° and 75°, correspond to the expected BVI
locations (Ref. 2). This is consistent with the
hypothesis that reductions in blade loading in the
vicinity of BVI occurrences should reduce BVI noise. It
can also be consistent with idea of reductions occurring
due to wake trajectory and blade positioning changes
with HHC application.

correspond to the parts of Fig. 12. For reference, the
noise levels determined during this part of the test are
shown in Fig. 12 by the solid symbols. These are seen
to be matched generally within one dB to the
corresponding open symbols, which demonstrates the
degree of repeatability. The BVI noise is seen to be
most intense at lower speed and descent angles
corresponding to normal landing approach for
helicopters. The tunnel limitation, which prevented
acquisition of data at advance ratios below 11=.11, is
unfortunate because of the importance of BVI noise at
low 11· The intense BVI impulsive noise lies in a
region which is approximately centered about 8=9° at
11=.11 and ranges to 8=6° from about 11=.15 to almost
11=.3. The flight conditions of Figs 12(d)-(f) are
positioned in this region, whereas the other points are
seen to border it. The very steep descent, level, and
climb flight regimes are dominated by non-impulsive
loading and broadband noise in the mid frequency range.

Fig. 12 (g)-(i) are for mild descent angles where the
wake generally lies below the rotor. At the lower 11
value of Fig. 12(g), the 4P HHC is seen to reduce
noise using both Bc=-.6° and -1.2°. For the higher
advance ratio of Fig. 12(h), 8c=-H is more effective.
No net benefit is seen for pitch control in Fig. 12(i) for
11=.3.
A portion of the test was directed at more clearly
defining flight regimes where HHC can be used to
reduce BY! noise. Fig. 13 shows, for the baseline (no
control) case, a contour map of the mid-frequency noise
levels for a broad range of scaled descent tmgles, 8, and
advance ratios, 11· A contouring program was used
with measured levels at the test grid points indicated.
Some test grid points are overlaid by letters to
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The flight matrix of Fig. 13 was also conducted for
a 4P HHC of Sc=-1.2° and 'l'c=60° (nominal values).
While this pitch is seen in Fig. 12 to not always be
optimum, it appears to give representative noise
reductions for rotor conditions where reductions were
found. Fig. 14 shows tl1e contour plot for the resultant

~
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Fig. 13 Mid-frequency SWL (dB) contours versus flight
condition for the baseline (no control) case. Contours
based on values at grid points. Letters correspond to
parts of Fig. 12.

.20
Advance ratio, !l

.30

Fig. 14 MidHfrcqucncy SWL (dB) contours versus flight
condition for 4P HHC Gc = -1.2° and \fie= 60° nominal

case.
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Letters correspond to parts of Fig. 12.
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levels. The effect on the noise is dramatic since the
particularly intense B VI noise region is eliminated.
Fig. 15 shows the relative change between the levels of
Fig. 13 and that of Fig. 14. Noise reduction (negative
level change) is seen limited to the landing approach
flight regime where BVI noise is most important. The
maximum mid frequency reduction found was 5.6 dB, at
~8.5° and ll=.ll. Noise tends to increase where BVI

noise is not domin'ant for baseline conditions; that is,
for climb, level flight, steep descent, and high speed
flight for all angles. The levels particularly increase for
steep descent at low speeds (top of the figure), an
indication that BVI occurrences can shift to different
flight regimes with the use of Hl-IC. As mentioned,
the particular 4P HHC amplitude and phase used is not
always optimum. Based on the discussion of Fig. 12,
the noise reduction region could be expanded for 4P
HHC over that shown by employing less amplitude in
the outer fringes of the region.
Loading II ow frequency) Noise Levels
As previously indicated, the low-frequency levels
are not important from a subjective A-weighted
measure in comparison to the mid frequencies. This
fact gives a justification for concentrating on the mid
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Fig. 16 Low-frequency (zero to 5.5 fbp) SWL (dB)
variations with different 4P HHC amplitudes and azimuth
phases. Symbol key as in Fig. 12.

In the format of Fig. 12, for the identical
operational cases, Fig. 16 shows the low- frequency
(zero to 5.5fhp) integrated noise levels. Unlike midfrequency noise, the low-frequency noise functional
dependence on the 4P HHC amplitudes 9c and azimuth
angles 'I'c is seen to be nearly independent of flight
condition. Although all levels increase (rather
uniformly) with increases in ll, there is little
dependence on descent angle e. For the Oc-1.2°
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amplitudes, the levels increase about 7 dB for 'l'c-30°
azimuth. But, at about 'l'c=60° to 75° where BVI noise
has been found to be reduced, the low frequency levels
increase 6 dB or less which is relatively fortunate.
These level increases are 34 dB lower for the smaller
9c-.6° amplitudes.
VIBRATORY LOADS
The practicality of implementing specific HHC for
BVI noise reduction depends in part on the
accompanying vibratory loads. Two measures of
vibration loads are examined. One is the fluctuating
normal force acting through the hub in the fixed
system. The other is the flapwise bending moment at
an inboard station of a rotating blade.

From the above analysis of the data, Fig. 17
presents the 4P normal hub force amplitude versus
control system amplitude and phase in the same format
as Figs. 12 and 16. The force should represent that due
only to aerodynamic and acroelastic effects with and
without 4P HHC, independent of control system
inertial effects. Figures 17(d), (c), and (f),
unfortunately, lack much of the HHC data because of
the loss of a data channel during a portion of the test.
The data presented, however, is sufficient to conclude
that, in general, the vibratory forces tend to increase at
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Fixed system loads were measured by a sixcomponent balance mounted below the model base. It
was desired to examine the 4P component of the
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Analysis of the data base revealed that the measured
normal force component for a HHC case, (F4P)HHC,
appeared to follow
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where (F4PlNo HHC is the measured value for the rotor
operating at baseline (No HHC) conditions. The force
terms are complex, having amplitude and phase. The
force term (f4p) is that due to the aerodynamic and
acroelastic effects of the use of HHC. The term K(0)4P
is the inertial force due to tl1e accelerating masses of tlJC
swashplate, blade-root hardware, actuator pistons, and
other control hardware used to produce the HHC pitch
motion. The inertial term is the dominant contributor to
the force measurement during the HHC for the ARES.
Because the ARES test bed control hardware is not scaled
in size to any helicopter, the inertial force component is
extraneous for present purposes. Therefore, tllC inertial
term was subtracted vectorially for each rotor test
condition, which renders the net forces acting at the hub,
CF4P)No HHC + (f4P)HHC· The value of K was equated
to the component of force found to remain in-phase with
ii4p over all'l'c values examined. This was believed
preferable to the determination of K from calibration
testing, which was conducted without blades as part of the
test program. There was uncertainty in tlJC relevance of
that calibration data, because U1c balance was unloaded 'mel
there was not a pertinent dynamic calibration to equate the
results to a loaded condition.
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different 4P HHC amplitudes and azimuth phases.
Swashplatc inertia forces removed. Symbol key as in
Fig. 12.
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'l'c values of about 60° and decrease at about 30°. This
is seen to be opposite in trend to that for BY! noise
levels, Fig. 12. This trend was also noted in Ref. 5.
Still, however, with regard to the practicality of using
4P HHC for BY! noise reduction, this does not appear
in itself to represent an overwhelming difficulty since
the forces do not appear to increase over 10 to 20
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removed for the present ARES data) would contribute
to the loading transmitted to the fuselage. Depending
on how the control system is designed, the net loading
could either be increased or decreased.
Besides the forces in the fixed system, the blade
root moments are important as an indication of
dynamic rotor loads. Alternating flapwise blade
bending moment data, in terms of 1/2 peak-to-peak
values (not just the 4P component), are presented in
Fig. 18. These data, compared to the 4P force data,
also show minimum and maximum values at 'I'c=30°
and 60°, respectively, except at the higher J.l values.
There is more of a linear dependence of the flapwise
moment with control amplitude 9c than is found with
the force data.
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percent for operating conditions where HHC would
actually be used, that is, for parts (d) and (e) of Figs. 12
and 17. It is also noted, that for a specific helicopter,
HHC-eontrol-system inertial terms (such as was

This study reveals the flight conditions where
HHC can be used for BY! noise reduction and shows
how the use of a 4P HHC affects the noise levels and
vibratory loads. Mid-frequency noise reductions are
higher (a maximum of 5.6 dB measured) at the lower
speed descent conditions where BY! noise, without
HHC, is most intense. No noise benefit is seen for
flight conditions outside this range. The impulsive
noise reductions correspond to reductions in blade pitch
near the azimuth angle of about 60° where strong BY!
is known to occur. There is some evidence that a
blade-vortex displacement effect is an important factor
in the noise reductions. Little can be said concerning
the influence of vortex strength on the results. The use
of 4P HHC produces increased low-frequency loading
noise, but its effect, as based on subjective A-weighted
(dBA) measure, is not relatively important when
significant mid-frequency BY! noise reduction is
attained. Also, vibratory loading increases, but the
levels do not appear prohibitive in the low speed flight
regime where one would consider using HHC for noise
reduction. To the extent the increased vibration is a
problem, the potential would seem to exist for HHC
system design considerations to reduce vibration
transmitted to the fuselage.
Aeroacoustic testing in heavy gas is demonstrated
for the first time in this study. There appears to be no
fundamental or practical difficulty in such testing or of
scaling results to those one would obtain in air. In
fact, a net scaling advantage is found for this study due
to higher Reynolds numbers and dynamic scaling
obtained through the use of heavy gas. With regard to
the sound power approach it has been found to produce
a useful quantitative spectral measure of the integrated
noise field. The method, when applied properly, can be
used with confidence when hard wall tunnel reflections
prevent quality directivity measurements.
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The use of HHC to reduce BVI noise appears to be
a viable concept. One may envision the selective use
of HHC to reduce subjective noise levels during
helicopter landing approach, whereas otherwise its use
during normal climb and cruise would be to reduce
cabin vibration levels, as was its original purpose. It
remains a task, however, to determine HHC schedules
which maximize noise reduction and minimize the lowfrequency noise and vibmtory consequence of HHC use.
The particular 4P HHC pitch schedule examined in this
paper may very well prove to be a practical choice.
However, other HHC schedules, which are possible for
a four-bladed rotor with a conventional swashplate, that
is, 3P, 5P, and any number of possible 3P-4P-5P
mixed mode HHC schedules, should be carefully
examined. The goal should be to minimize blade pitch
motion and maximize the noise reduction benefit. The
most desired control capability would be individual
blade control (JBC), where the standard swashplate is
eliminated. With IBC, the blade pitch schedules could
be tailored to local azimuth regions, such as regions
where tip vortices are shed and where the blade-vortex
interactions occur. With either normal HHC or !BC,
there is a question as to whether the most desired long
range approach is open loop (prescribed, as was used
here) or closed loop (iterative) control. This question
can only be answered when more is known about the
physics ~md predictability of the noise reduction
mechanism. If the noise effects of HHC become
sufficiently predictable for the imporumt ranges of
flight conditions, an open loop approach would appear
best. However, if this is not the case, one would have
to find representative microphone, and/or possibly blade
surface pressure sensor, locations where measurements
could be employed witi1 adaptive closed-loop control
system algorithms. A most important clement of
knowledge witi1 regard to either approach is tile noise
directivity effects of HHC use, which arc not
addressable with the present data base.
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